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Abstract
Existing Neural Machine Translation (NMT) systems are generally trained on a large amount of
sentence-level parallel data, and during prediction
sentences are independently translated, ignoring
cross-sentence contextual information. This leads
to inconsistency between translated sentences. In
order to address this issue, context-aware models have been proposed. However, documentlevel parallel data constitutes only a small part of
the parallel data available, and many approaches
build context-aware models based on a pre-trained
frozen sentence-level translation model in a twostep training manner. The computational cost of
these approaches is usually high. In this paper, we propose to make the most of layers pretrained on sentence-level data in contextual representation learning, reusing representations from the
sentence-level Transformer and significantly reducing the cost of incorporating contexts in translation.
We find that representations from shallow layers
of a pre-trained sentence-level encoder play a vital role in source context encoding, and propose
to perform source context encoding upon weighted
combinations of pre-trained encoder layers’ outputs. Instead of separately performing source context and input encoding, we propose to iteratively
and jointly encode the source input and its contexts
and to generate input-aware context representations
with a cross-attention layer and a gating mechanism, which resets irrelevant information in context
encoding. Our context-aware Transformer model
outperforms the recent CADec [Voita et al., 2019c]
on the English-Russian subtitle data and is about
twice as fast in training and decoding.

1

Introduction

NMT has achieved great success in the last few years, and the
Transformer [Vaswani et al., 2017] which has outperformed
previous RNN/CNN based translation models, is based on
∗
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multi-layer self-attention networks and can be trained in parallel very efficiently.
Despite the great success of these sequence-to-sequence
models, they translate in a sentence-by-sentence manner, utilizing a large amount of sentence-level parallel data, while totally ignoring extra-sentential context information and intersentence consistency. This issue has attracted wide attention to context-aware translation recently, and many contextaware translation approaches [Wang et al., 2017; Tiedemann
and Scherrer, 2017; Bawden et al., 2018; Voita et al., 2018;
Maruf and Haffari, 2018; Kuang et al., 2018; Kuang and
Xiong, 2018; Zhang et al., 2018; Läubli et al., 2018; Miculicich et al., 2018; Tu et al., 2018; Voita et al., 2019c;
Voita et al., 2019b; Xiong et al., 2019; Tan et al., 2019] are
proposed.
However, document-level parallel data are often scarce in
practical scenarios, especially compared to the large amount
of sentence-level parallel data available. As a result, Zhang et
al. [2018], Voita et al. [2018] and Voita et al. [2019c] follow
a two-step training procedure which first trains a sentencelevel translation model, then freezes those pre-trained parameters and augments the model with extra components which
extract and incorporate cross-sentence contexts. To be specific, Zhang et al. [2018] introduce an additional context
encoder, together with cross-attention networks inserted into
each encoder layer and decoder layer to attend context representations. Voita et al. [2019c] add a second ContextAware Decoder (CADec) which attends both the sentence to
be translated and its adjacent contexts and generates contextaware translations.
Unfortunately, the cost of such previous approaches for
gathering context information is relatively high. In detail,
Zhang et al. [2018] additionally introduce 1 source context
encoder together with 36 cross-attention networks (39 blocks
in total) to attend the source context representations when using 3 context sentences. The additional CADec machinery
[Voita et al., 2019c] consists of 6 layers (24 blocks) to perform context-aware translation from scratch with word embeddings.
In this paper, we propose to reduce the cost for incorporating contexts by reusing the rich and functional representations
produced during computation of the pre-trained sentencelevel layers for context encoding. We propose a lightweight
yet efficient context encoding model for document-level
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NMT, shown in Figure 1. Instead of training a multiple-layer
context encoder on a usually small amount of documentlevel data from scratch, we attempt to train lightweight context modules (e.g., M = 1 in the green parts of Figure 1),
efficiently incorporating information from a sentence-level
Transformer trained on large-scale sentence-level data into
context modules. First, we empirically find that representations from shallow pre-trained encoder layers are important in
source context encoding, and propose to perform source context encoding upon the weighted combination of pre-trained
encoder layers’ outputs, instead of only the last layer. Second, previous document-level approaches usually separately
perform context encoding and context-aware input encoding,
which totally ignores the source input in context encoding
and may lead to the inclusion of information irrelevant to the
translation of the source input in context representations. To
address this, we propose (i) to perform input-aware context
encoding with a cross-attention network attending the source
input and (ii) an input-aware gating mechanism to reset information in the context representations that is unrelated to the
translation of the source.
Our proposed architecture outperforms CADec while being around twice as fast in our experiments with only 3 layers
(11 blocks) newly introduced for utilizing contexts in translation. The contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We propose a new efficient document-level NMT model
which reuses the rich and functional representations
learned in pre-trained sentence-level layers in contextaware encoding and decoding and reduces the additional
efforts for incorporating contexts into translation;
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• We find that shallow encoder layers extract important
feature representations for the source context encoding,
and propose to build the input-aware source context encoder layer upon a layer-wise weighted combination of
pre-trained encoder layers’ outputs;
• We introduce a cross-attention network attending the
source input and a gating mechanism to reset information irrelevant to source input translation in context representations for source context encoding;
• Our proposed model outperforms previous approaches
[Zhang et al., 2018; Voita et al., 2019c] on the EnglishRussian subtitle dataset in both BLEU and linguistic
evaluations, and is about twice as fast as the CADec.

2

The Proposed Model

We separate context-aware translation into two steps: 1, using a standard sentence-level Transformer to produce contextagnostic translations; 2, building context-aware layers which
incorporate inter-sentence context information upon the pretrained context-agnostic model to make full use of rich and
functional representations from context-agnostic layers pretrained on a large amount of sentence-level parallel data,
instead of generating context-aware representations from
scratch with word embeddings. Our proposed model involves: a standard sentence-level Transformer, input-aware
source context encoding layers, context-aware input encoding layers, target context encoding and context-aware decoding layers. The architecture is shown in Figure 1.
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We propose to insert a cross-attention sub-layer together with
a reset gate into the context encoding layer to perform inputaware source context encoding. During the encoding of context sentences, the context encoding layer first performs self
attention with the input to this layer iCT XEnc to build an
intra-sentence contextual representation:
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Then the cross-attention layer attends to the representations
of the source input sentence Osource to be translated from the
pre-trained sentence encoder to gather information about the
source sentence:

Figure 2: Layer-Wise Weighting.

2.1

Input-Aware Source Context Encoding

Zhang et al. [2018] use the standard Transformer encoder
layer including a self-attention network followed by a feed
forward network as the context encoding layer and encoding
from scratch from embeddings. In our work, we propose to
use the weighted aggregation of pre-trained encoder layers’
outputs as the input of context encoding layers and augment
the context encoding layer with a gating mechanism to generate source context representations aware of the source input
sentence.
Layer-Wise Weighting
A single source context encoder layer results in the best performance in Zhang et al. [2018]. Peters et al. [2018] show
that different encoder layers capture linguistic properties at
different levels, while Voita et al. [2019a] show that the
Transformer encoder gradually forgets its inputs while going
deep. Therefore we conjecture that the representations produced by the last pre-trained encoder layer may not be the
best choice for source context encoding. Instead we propose
to aggregate individually weighted outputs of all encoder layers as input to context-aware encoder layers, as illustrated in
Figure 2.
Let wi be the ith element of a weight vector w, we first
normalize w into a probability distribution p with softmax:
e
pi = P
n

wi

(1)
e wj

j=0

where n is the number of encoder layers and 0 corresponds to
the word embedding layer.
Then we use pi as the weight of the output of the ith encoder layer oi , and the input to the source context encoder
layers iCT XEnc is:
iCT XEnc =

n
X

pi o i

(3)

(2)

i=0

w is trained together with the model by backpropagation
to find the best weighted combination of pre-trained layers’
outputs for source context encoding during training.
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OCrossAttn = CrossAT T N (OSelf Attn , Osource )

(4)

With the original representation of the context sentence
OSelf Attn and representation OCrossAttn relevant to the
source sentence, we compute a gate to reset OSelf Attn as the
input to the feed-forward network iF F N :1
gcontext = σ(W1 [OSelf Attn |OCrossAttn ] + b1 )

(5)

iF F N = OSelf Attn • gcontext

(6)

where “|”, “•” and “σ” are vector concatenation, elementwise multiplication and the sigmoid activation function.
Then, the feed-forward network takes the output of the gating mechanism and generates the output of this layer.
At the end of the input-aware context sentence encoding,
sentence positional embeddings are added to the output of
the last encoding layer to each context sentence representation sequence, allowing us to concatenate all context sentence
representation sequences into one.

2.2

Context-Aware Input Encoding

To generate context-aware source sentence input representations, we add context-aware input encoding layers on top of
the pre-trained context-agnostic encoder. The context-aware
input encoding layer first performs self attention over inputs,
followed by cross attention to the input-aware source context
representations to incorporate context information and a feedforward network.
To control the influence of the residual connections of
the Transformer after the cross-attention sub-layer attending
source context representations, we follow Zhang et al. [2018]
and use a gated residual connection. The gated residual connection first takes input of the sub-layer inputresidual and the
1

Note that OSelf Attn corresponds to the residual connection in
the standard encoder layer, and in our case, the residual connection
is reset by the gating mechanism.
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output of the sub-layer OSub−layer to compute the residual
gate g:
g = σ(W2 [inputresidual |OSub−layer ] + b2 )

(7)

Then we apply the residual gate g to inputresidual and
OSub−layer to obtain o as the result.
o = inputresidual • g + OSub−layer • (1 − g)

2.3

(8)

Target Context Encoding

For the context encoding on the target side, we follow Voita
et al. [2019c] and use the gold reference translations as context translation on the target side during training, utilizing the
concatenation of word embeddings and the outputs of the last
pre-trained decoder layer. Instead of replacing 20% tokens
of 50% sentences in the gold references with random tokens
like Voita et al. [2019c], we apply a token dropout of 0.1 randomly masking the whole embeddings of randomly selected
tokens with zeros in the embedding matrix. Empirically we
find this provides comparable performance while being more
efficient than randomly replacing tokens in target contexts,
since the use of token dropout avoids looking up embeddings
in the new reference matrix with noise for a second time.
After we obtain the target context representation sequences, we add sentence positional embeddings to each of
them to indicate their position and concatenate them into 1
sequence as the target context representation sequence.

2.4

Context-Aware Decoding

To introduce cross-sentence contexts into the Transformer decoder, we follow Voita et al. [2019c] to explore contexts from
both source side and target side. Rather than using an additional context-aware decoder, we put context-aware decoding
layers on top of the sentence-level decoder. Thus the contextaware decoding layer can work directly on the rich and functional representations from the pre-trained layers.
In each context-aware decoding layer, we first perform self
attention with subsequent masking, followed by cross attention networks to context-aware representations of the source
sentence, input-aware source context representations and target context representations. Finally, a feed-forward network is applied to process the collected information. Crossattention networks are also wrapped by gated residual connections like in the context-aware source encoding layers.

3

Efficiency Analysis

Compared to Zhang et al. [2018], our model separates
context-aware layers from the sentence-level Transformer by
putting them on top of the pre-trained model and only introducing 1 input-aware source context encoding layer, 1
context-aware source encoding layer and 1 context-aware target decoding layer (i.e., M = 1 in Figure 1) instead of inserting cross-attention networks in every pre-trained encoder and
decoder layer. Rather than using individual cross-attention
networks for context sentences at different positions as in
Zhang et al. [2018], we use sentence position embedding to
distinguish contexts of different distances.
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Compared to Voita et al. [2019c], our approach reuses representations produced during the forward computation of the
sentence-level Transformer instead of introducing a CADec
which builds deep representations from scratch from word
embeddings.
Since the pre-trained encoder and decoder are shared for
both source sentences, target translations and related contexts, our approach can flatten a batch of documents into
a larger batch of independent sentences and perform forward computation in parallel effciently in the implementation. Context encoding layers can utilize rich and functional representations extracted directly from the pre-trained
sentence-level encoder / decoder without additional cost (e.g.,
Context 1 in Figure 1 is the source input of the preceding sentence in a batch flattened by a document of sentences).
The context encoding layers are shared for context sentences at different positions, and context sentences are independently encoded. In practice, context sentences can also be
merged into 1 batch of independent sentences and computed
in parallel efficiently.

4

Experiments

We conducted experiments to validate the performance and
efficiency of our approach. Our approach was implemented
based on the Neutron implementation [Xu and Liu, 2019] of
the Transformer translation model. To compare with Voita
et al. [2019c], we used the same corpus which is based on
the publicly available OpenSubtitles2018 corpus [Lison et al.,
2018] for English and Russian. The corpus consists of 6 million training instances, among which 1.5 million have contexts of three sentences. We also compared our approach with
Zhang et al. [2018].
In addition to tokenized BLEU, we also performed linguistic evaluations on the contrastive test sets [Voita et al.,
2019c] which are specifically designed to test the ability of
a system to adapt to contextual information in handling frequent discourse phenomena (i.e., deixis, lexical cohesion, VP
and inflection ellipses) in context-aware translation. Each
test instance in the contrastive test sets consists of a true example (sequence of sentences and their reference translation
from the data) and several contrastive translations which differ from the true one only in the concerned aspect. All contrastive translations are correct plausible translations at the
sentence level, and only context reveals the errors introduced.
The model is asked to score each candidate example, and the
accuracy is defined as the proportion of times the true translation is preferred over the contrastive ones.

4.1

Settings

For fairness, we followed the setting of Voita et al. [2019c] to
use 3 previous context sentences. Corresponding to randomly
masking 20% tokens of 50% sentences with random tokens,
we used a token dropout of 0.1. We employed h = 8 parallel
attention heads. The dimension of input and output (dmodel )
was 512, and the hidden dimension of feed-forward networks
was 2048. We used 0.1 as the dropout probability and the label smoothing value. For the Adam optimizer, we used 0.9,
0.98 and 10−9 as β1, β2 and , and all context-aware mod-
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Sent-level Trans.
CADec
Zhang et al. [2018]
Our approach

BLEU

Train

Decode

32.40
32.38
32.51
32.75

2,939
2,566
1,556

2.46
3.07
4.98

Para.
76.6
+34.6
+75.8
+17.8

latest relevant context
1st
2nd 3rd

deixis
Sent-level Trans.
CADec
Zhang et al. [2018]
Our approach

50.0
81.6
50.0
85.4

50.0
84.6
50.0
87.8

50.0
84.4
50.0
87.7

50.0
75.9
50.0
80.6

lexical cohesion
Sent-level Trans.
CADec
Zhang et al. [2018]
Our approach

45.9
58.1
46.0
64.3

46.1
63.2
46.4
67.3

45.9
52.0
45.8
62.2

45.4
56.7
45.4
61.9

53.0
72.2
56.4
77.1

28.4
80.0
48.0
81.3

Table 3: Accuracy on ellipsis test sets.

the CADec directly uses the output of the last pre-trained
sentence-level encoder layer.

4.3

Table 2: Accuracy for deixis and lexical cohesion.

els were trained for 200k training steps following Voita et al.
[2019c].
We kept the other settings the same as Voita et al. [2019c].
All models were trained on 2 GTX 1080 Ti GPUs, and translation was performed on 1 GPU. Our model uses only 1
source context encoding layer, 1 context-aware input encoding layer and 1 context-aware decoding layer by default.

4.2

ellipsis (VP)

Sent-level Trans.
CADec
Zhang et al. [2018]
Our approach

Table 1: BLEU scores and efficiency measured by training time,
decoding speed and additional parameters. Train, Decode and Para.
are training time (s) per epoch, the decoding speed (#documents / s)
and numbers of parameters (M), respectively. Trans.: Transformer.

total

ellipsis (infl.)

Main Results

We compared our approaches with Voita et al. [2019c] and
Zhang et al. [2018]. Results are shown in Tables 1, 2 and 3.
Like in Voita et al. [2019c], none of approaches resulted
in statistically significant differences in BLEU, but BLEU
is widely acknowledged as a bad metric for discourse phenomena, and contrastive linguistic evaluation is considered to
complement it. Table 1 shows that our approach with significantly fewer additional parameters for context modeling is
significantly faster than previous approaches in both training
and decoding. Particularly, both the training and decoding of
our approach are almost twice as fast as the CADec [Voita et
al., 2019c].
Table 2 and 3 further show that our approach outperforms
previous approaches in the linguistic evaluations even at significantly less additional cost (computation / parameters).
Zhang et al. [2018] only utilize source contexts, while both
Voita et al. [2019c] and our approach use target contexts
in addition to source contexts. Our approach outperforms
the CADec [Voita et al., 2019c] in all tests, potentially because the layer-wise weighting provides more suitable representations for the source context encoding and the inputaware gating resets translation-irrelevant information, while
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Ablation Study

We studied the effects of the input-aware gating and the layerwise weighting in source context encoding. The results are
shown in Table 4.
We observe that both the input-aware gating and the layerwise weighting play vital roles in our model in the linguistic
evaluation. If we disable the layer-wise weighting (i.e., using
the last layer of the pre-trained encoder), we lose 2.65 points
in accuracy on average. We further show the learned weight
wi for each pre-trained encoder layer in Table 5. It is obvious that shallow layers, e.g., the word embedding layer and
the first layer, are almost as important as the last pre-trained
encoder layer for the source context encoding.
If we do not use the input-aware gating mechanism, the
average accuracy on the four test sets further drops 2.38
points, indicating the advantage of input-aware context encoding over input-agnostic context encoding.

4.4

Analysis on Layer Depth

We studied the effects of layer depth M (Figure 1) in both
source context encoding and target decoding modules, and
results are shown in Table 6.
Table 6 shows that increasing the depth of context layers
hurts performance, and using only 1 context layer seems to be
the best choice in terms of both efficiency and performance.
This is consistent with Zhang et al. [2018], and we conjecture
potential reasons might be:
• The limited amount of document-level parallel data has
difficulty in supporting the training of increasing numbers of parameters with increasing context layers;
• The pre-trained encoder / decoder layers are already
deep, and representations of the pre-trained layers are
rich enough, thus stacking more layers on top of the pretrained layers is less likely to to be beneficial.
• The gated residual connection shrinks the gradients during backpropagation, which hampers convergence while
stacking more layers.
We suggest that the fact that simply increasing context
layer depth cannot further improve the performance in the
current scenario highlights the importance of our proposed
layer-wise weighting and input-aware gating approaches.

4.5

Analysis on Using Layer-Wise Weighting in
Target Context Encoding

Applying input-aware context encoding to the target context
encoding may bypass the subsequent mask and leak the gold
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model

deixis

lex. c

ell. infl.

ell. VP

85.4
85.2
83.7

64.3
60.9
57.7

77.1
72.8
69.4

81.3
78.6
77.2

Our approach
- Layer-wise weighting
- Input-aware gating

Table 4: Ablation study.

Layer
Weight (%)

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

22.62

15.17

9.83

8.59

8.72

11.17

23.91

Table 5: Layer weights. 0 stands for the embedding layer.

Source

Target
1

1
2

2
1
2

deixis

lex. c

ell. infl.

ell. VP

85.4
80.9
82.3
79.1

64.3
60.5
61.8
58.9

77.1
76.9
76.7
74.5

81.3
79.9
80.6
80.9

anaphora. Voita et al. [2019c] perform a human study on an
English-Russian subtitle dataset and identify deixis, ellipsis
and lexical cohesion as three main sources of inconsistency,
and create test sets targeting these phenomena.

Table 6: Effects of the depth of context layers (M in both source
context encoding and target decoding modules).

on source context
+ on target context

deixis

lex. c

ell. infl.

ell. VP

85.4
83.3

64.3
58.7

77.1
72.4

81.3
78.5

Table 7: Effects of layer-wise weighting on the target context encoding.

references, but will layer-wise weighting help target context
encoding? We tried to apply layer-wise weighting into the
target context encoding and results are shown in Table 7.
Table 7 shows that applying layer-wise weighting on the
target side hurts the performance especially for lexical cohesion and inflection ellipsis. We conjecture this might be
because the decoder gradually transforms the representation
from current token to the next token, and aggregating outputs
of different layers may lead to inconsistency in the representation.

5

Related Work

Analyzing the effects of contexts. Tiedemann and Scherrer [2017] discuss the effect of increasing the segments beyond single translation units, and observe cross-sentential
attention patterns that improve textual coherence in translation. Läubli et al. [2018] show that human assessment
has a stronger preference for human over machine translation when evaluating documents as compared to isolated sentences. Bawden et al. [2018] present hand-crafted, discourse test sets to test the models’ ability to exploit previous
source and target sentences, and highlight the importance of
target-side context. Voita et al. [2018] introduce a contextaware NMT model which controls the flow of information
from the context to the translation model, and show that the
model deals with pronoun translation and implicitly captures
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Document-level modeling of NMT. Wang et al. [2017]
summarize the history in a hierarchical way, and propose a
cross-sentence context-aware approach to integrate the history representation into NMT. Maruf and Haffari [2018]
present a document-level NMT model which takes both
source and target document context into account using memory networks. Tu et al. [2018] augment NMT models with
a cache-like memory network, which stores recent hidden
representations as translation history. Kuang et al. [2018]
propose a cache-based approach to modeling coherence for
NMT by capturing contextual information either from recently translated sentences or the entire document. Kuang
and Xiong [2018] propose an inter-sentence gating model that
uses the same encoder to encode adjacent sentences and controls the amount of information flowing from the preceding
sentence to the translation of the current sentence. Maruf
et al. [2019] propose a hierarchical attention approach for
context-aware NMT which first uses sparse attention to selectively focus on relevant sentences in the document context
and then attends to key words in those sentences.
Two-step training models. Zhang et al. [2018] extend the
Transformer model with a new context encoder to represent
document-level context, which is then incorporated into the
original encoder and decoder. Miculicich et al. [2018] propose to integrate a hierarchical attention model into the original NMT architecture to capture context. Voita et al. [2019c]
propose the CADec which demonstrates major gains over a
context-agnostic baseline on their benchmarks without sacrificing BLEU. Tan et al. [2019] propose a hierarchical model
consisting of a sentence encoder to capture intra-sentence dependencies and a document encoder to model document-level
information.
Other approaches. Xiong et al. [2019] propose to train
the model to learn the policy that produces discourse coherent text by a reward teacher. Voita et al. [2019b] perform
automatic post-editing on a sequence of sentence-level translations with a DocRepair model trained on very large monolingual document-level data in the target language and their
round-trip translations of each isolated sentence, and analyze
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which discourse phenomena are hard to capture using monolingual data only.

6

Conclusion

We present a model to learn context representations based on
the weighted combination of pre-trained layers, and incorporate the source sentence to be translated in the encoding
of source contexts with a reset gating mechanism to reduce
translation-irrelevant information in context representations.
Our model makes the most of pre-trained sentence-level
layers in context-aware translation by adding context-aware
layers on top of the pre-trained layers instead of building representations from scratch with word embeddings.
Our approach reduces the additional costs for context-ware
translation, and outperforms previous approaches while being
more efficient.
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